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#mathscpdchat 15 March 2022 

 

How do you help KS1/2 pupils become competent communicators about mathematics? 

Hosted by Kate Henshall 

 

This is a summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag #mathscpdchat in 

Twitter 

 

 

 

The links shared during this discussion were:  

 

Mathematics guidance: key stages 1 and 2 which is a publication (2020) providing non-statutory 

guidance from the Department for Education. It has been produced to help teachers and schools 

make effective use of the national curriculum to develop primary school pupils’ mastery of 

mathematics. It was shared by Kate Henshall 

 

Mastery Materials which are materials created by the NCETM working with classroom-based teachers 

within the Maths Hubs Network. They provide professional development and guidance to help 

teachers develop a mastery approach in their classrooms and schools. It was shared by Kate Henshall 

https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1017683/Maths_guidance_KS_1_and_2.pdf
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/teaching-for-mastery/mastery-materials/
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
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Mathematics glossary for teachers in Key Stages 1 to 3 which is a glossary developed by the NCETM 

to support the national curriculum for mathematics. It was shared by Kate Henshall 

 

Which One Doesn't Belong (WODB) which is a website that complements the book Which One 

Doesn’t Belong – A Shapes Book by Christopher Danielson. No answers are provided for any of the 

many thought-provoking ‘puzzles’ that it contains because, for each ‘puzzle’, there are many different, 

correct ways of choosing which one doesn’t belong. It was shared by Kate Henshall 

 

Making Number Talks Matter which is a video of a YouTube discussion between Ruth Parker and 

Cathy Humphreys in which they offer advice, and suggest strategies and tasks, to help pupils become 

confident communicators in mathematics. It was shared by Kate Henshall 

 

Stem Sentences which is a part of the Enigma Maths Hub website, providing examples of stem 

sentences and ways in which they might be used. It was shared by Kate Henshall 

 

Frayer Model which is a part of the Teacher Toolkit website which contains examples of Frayer Models 

and guidance about ways of using them effectively. A Frayer Model is intended to clarify and exemplify 

the meaning of a word or phrase. It was shared by Lee Gray 

 

It's the symbol you put before the answer which is an illustrated article by a primary school teacher, 

Laura Swithinbank, in the ATM’s journal, Mathematics Teaching 247. It addresses reasons why pupils 

may not have acquired deep, consistent understanding of the equals sign, and suggests ways of 

addressing this issue. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

The Equal Sign: What it Really Means which is an illustrated blog by Marilyn Burns, author of many 

books and resources about teaching maths to primary-age pupils. This blog focuses on teaching and 

learning relevant to understanding what the equals sign means, and links to useful resources are 

provided. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

Simon Gregg’s thoughts on lessons: Writing! which is an illustrated blog by Simon Gregg in his 

Following Learning sequence of blogs about learning and teaching in a primary school. Ways of 

working to help pupils understand how to use the equals sign correctly are discussed in comments at 

the end of the blog. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

Rhombus vs Diamond which is an illustrated blog, about using WODB examples effectively, by Kristin 

Gray. It was shared by Mary Pardoe 

 

A full illustrated summary of the discussions in this #mathsCPDchat follows. 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/media/hpihrj3s/national-curriculum-glossary.pdf
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://wodb.ca/
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Hmh8pwL1sLg
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://enigmamathshub.co.uk/stem-sentences/
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://www.theteachertoolkit.com/index.php/tool/frayer-model
https://twitter.com/mrgraymath
https://www.atm.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/Journals/MT247/MT247-14-13.pdf
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://marilynburnsmath.com/the-equal-sign-what-it-rally-means/
https://twitter.com/mburnsmath
https://marilynburnsmath.com/books/
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
http://followinglearning.blogspot.com/2016/10/writing.html
https://twitter.com/Simon_Gregg
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://kgmathminds.com/2016/02/11/rhombus-vs-diamond/
https://twitter.com/MathMinds
https://twitter.com/MathMinds
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
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The host’s first main question … 

 

… generated more replies and conversations than any of her other four main questions. For 

example, discussion focussed on how the words ‘equation’ and ‘equals’, and associated 

mathematical ideas and meanings, feature in KS1/2 teaching and learning … 

 

 

 

 

 

… with several other comments and conversations being prompted by Kate’s questions that 

she asked in the conversation above. That is, this conversation … 
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… this … 

 

 

 

… this … 
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 … this … 
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… and this: 

 

 

 

 

Further discussion about the word ‘sum(s)’ prompted some more general observations: 
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Thinking about mathematical vocabulary prompted some discussion about using etymology to 

support learning … 
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… and using conventionally-correct mathematical vocabulary in teaching was the focus in this 

conversation: 
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A reference to ‘eavesdropping’ on pupil-pupil talk generated a great deal of discussion about 

words used in connection with subtraction … 
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… and words that have both a ‘mathematical’ and a different ‘ordinary language’ meaning were 

mentioned: 
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The screenshots below show conversations and single replies generated by Kate’s second and third 

main questions. Teachers shared/suggested strategies that may help pupils learn to talk about maths, 

and their mathematical thinking/reasoning, rather than merely provide one-word or one-phrase 

answers to closed questions. Click on any of the following screenshots of a tweet to go to that 

actual tweet on Twitter. The following conversations and single replies were generated by two 

questions from Kate Henshall, the first sequence of conversations being responses to her second 

question: 

 

Q2 generated three short conversations and four ‘single’ replies. This conversation was between 

Martyn Yeo and Kate Henshall … 

 

 

 

… this was between James Cheater and Kate Henshall … 

 

 

https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/James_Cheater1
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503813466838216716
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1503814051062759424
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503814712668139527
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1503815490115940362
https://twitter.com/James_Cheater1/status/1503816541749616646
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503817221595930626
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… and the following comment from Rachael Poole prompted tweets from Tazreen Tershanah and then 

Kate Henshall: 

 

 

 

The four ‘single’ tweets in response to Q2 were from Lisa (whose reply was ‘quoted’ by Pablo R. 

Mayorga), Sarah Shanks and Mr Hawes: 

 

 

https://twitter.com/MrsExtraPoole
https://twitter.com/tershanah
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/Elsie2110
https://twitter.com/nombreneeded
https://twitter.com/nombreneeded
https://twitter.com/Sarah_Shanks_
https://twitter.com/HawesMaths
https://twitter.com/James_Cheater1/status/1503817881523474443
https://twitter.com/MrsExtraPoole/status/1503815311740571650
https://twitter.com/tershanah/status/1503815775358009353
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503824570964492294
https://twitter.com/Elsie2110/status/1503815409576857605
https://twitter.com/nombreneeded/status/1503816277495885825
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Longer conversations were generated by the third ‘main’ question from the host, Kate Henshall: 

 

This conversation between Martyn Yeo, Kate Henshall, Mr Morgan and Pablo R. Mayorga included 

discussion about ‘sentence starters’ and ‘stem sentences’… 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/MrMorgan100
https://twitter.com/nombreneeded
https://twitter.com/Sarah_Shanks_/status/1503816271078608898
https://twitter.com/HawesMaths/status/1503814924480487427
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503816119106293762
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1503818170267840521
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503818873187057670
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1503819438633754625
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503820248381890573
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… ‘full sentence responses’ featured in this discussion between Lisa and Kate Henshall: 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Elsie2110
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/MrMorgan100/status/1503838122706096132
https://twitter.com/nombreneeded/status/1503820625735032835
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503821539170557957
https://twitter.com/Elsie2110/status/1503816732779106310
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503817519429296131
https://twitter.com/Elsie2110/status/1503818076122451987
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… and ‘choral rehearsal’ was the topic in this conversation involving Rachael Poole, Kate Henshall 

and Lesley Muriss: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The focus of ‘discussion’ is different (to the focus in the previous conversations) in the following three 

‘conversations’ generated by Kate’s third main question. This reply-and-response was between Mary 

Pardoe and Kate Henshall … 

https://twitter.com/MrsExtraPoole
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/lesleymuriss
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503818679980539912
https://twitter.com/MrsExtraPoole/status/1503817512613515271
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503817760736006144
https://twitter.com/MrsExtraPoole/status/1503818641091055618
https://twitter.com/MrsExtraPoole/status/1503817231851036674
https://twitter.com/lesleymuriss/status/1503820427579305985
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503820771478679559
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https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1503822597636640768
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… this reply-and-response was between Piers Young and Kate Henshall … 

 

 

… and these replies were from Lee Gray: 

 

 

https://twitter.com/piersyoung
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1
https://twitter.com/mrgraymath
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503822970413854725
https://twitter.com/piersyoung/status/1503825754882297863
https://twitter.com/katehenshall1/status/1503826183342993418
https://twitter.com/mrgraymath/status/1503825344977158165
https://twitter.com/mrgraymath/status/1503826737368649736
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(to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet, look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet) 

 

 

 

To Kate’s fourth main question … 

 

… there was one reply: 

 

 

 

 

 

Kate’s last main question … 

 

… generated two short ‘conversations’, this … 

https://twitter.com/mrgraymath/status/1503827509154131975
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… this … 

 

 

… and two ‘single’ replies, this … 

 

… and this: 
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